TATA DOCOMO introduces ‘Always Plus’ offer in Karnataka
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TATA DOCOMO has launched ‘Always Plus’ offer for its prepaid subscribers in Karnataka.
{K2Splitter}

TATA DOCOMO has launched ‘Always Plus’ offer for its prepaid subscribers in Karnataka.

Customers can opt for recharge coupons (RC) priced at Rs 94, Rs 98, Rs 99 and Rs 222. With
an RC of Rs 94, TATA DOCOMO subscribers will get full talk time and 100 free SMS within the
operator’s network as well outside the network. On the RC of Rs 98, subscribers will get 1 GB of
data usage and will be able to make calls at Re 0.10 per minute within the operator’s network.
They will also get unlimited free local SMS within TATA DOCOMO’s network. Customers opting
for an RC of Rs 99 will get 1 GB of data usage. They will be charged for local and national calls
within and outside the operator’s network at 1.2p/2s. Finally, with the RC of Rs 222, subscribers
will get full talk time and will be able to make local as well as nation calls within the operators’ as
well as other networks at 1.2p/2s.

Commenting on the launch of the offers, Yatish Mehrotra, hub head, South, TATA DOCOMO,
says, “Always Plus is a highly lucrative offer for our GSM customers as it enables them to utilise
industry’s best calling, data and SMS benefits. Being the
country’s most transparent,
innovative and liberating telecom brand, we aim at designing plans that offers extra benefits
along with simplicity. These four power-packed recharge vouchers also offer added advantage
of longer period validity.”
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